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This thesis consisted of a study of the transient response 
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This thesis consisted or a stuiy of the transient response 
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This thesis deal.a .with transient phenomena associated. 
with the process of double injection into the high resistivity 
·1-layer of a. 1dde p-i-n diod.o (t11at is, the 't·ddth of the i=la.yer 
is assu.med to be several tirnos as great as tl10 di~fusion length 
for carriers )0 Double injection is tl1e slrnultaneot,s :lr1jecfcion 
of holes from the positive co:ntact and electrons frot11 the negative.· 
-
contact. The double injecrtion process is assumed to occur under 
conditions such that diffusion is negligible, the current .is 
field dr1 ven and determined by distributed space charge. . 
~ - C I o 
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... -· - -- ' - --- . - - --- - --. ' - - .. 
Previous studies of double injection in wide p..i~n d_iod•s---·_ .. _; ___ ,_·.~-~ :_,· -
ha.~• been concerned irlth th@ d." c. or low frequency current-
voltage rehtions [1] and the small signal inductance l.21. · 
•' . ' 
·~- -----·------ ------ -
, 
·0ur main interest . is in . :transient effects • These ·incluae· .. · .. · ... ·· .. =:::--~-=--. _ ~==~-~·~-·~_-··: .. _· ·· 
. ' .. ..: - _.,. - -
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from the posi tt'-v~e side and elect~ons fro111 the negative· side meet 
' ,' 
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. at some position insi~e the i~layer. In the ·next step, plasma'.~ 
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· formation begins and ·the plasma grows until ths. steady state ·cur~ 
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a) It ls assUI.'ned that C:Jrrtor ltfet:Lmo is 
contacts Trll1 not irnpose significant constraints on entering or 
existing carri0rs. •-•;~·· ·-- -·~ -
c) Diffusion effects will be negligible. 
- ... ·- .,_.{·, -..... ---c. ,_--' • ...... •. " •. --~ 
--
' 
. . . . 
"'-· -. ,- '.- - ---- ·- -d) The· lifetime is constant (independent ot .position or pulse 
·, ..... 
voltage). 
...... - -· e) The middle intrinsic . layer_ must be at least severa~ dit~f ~9D ... ~- _____ ---~---. ··-.:·-~: · · 
- ·-· -~--,I.-· -- -·- ... --- - ·- - ·-
lengths long, in order for assumption (b) to ~pply'. 
.. 
~·en the middle· 1 section-· (assumption e) is less .. than a 
--~_-..:~~~_L,---~-, -.couple ,of diffusion leng~hs long, ·the ·assumptio~s (b) and (c) are 




. r--·- -------~ --· ... ' -- - -
. The behavior of .the ~i.-Jl diode in the forward bi.Seel ~ 
.: state can be co:nsidered in two cases. The first case. is that ·Of 
. - . --- -- -- -~----------..------- ~ 
--··----·------·- -----------··- ·-···-·---~ ________ __.;__------=-~-condu-ction--bjr~-·thcf d1oaa--at--·sf;e-aay· state, that-- is, at low ·rr0ca . ,_ -~---· -·--::.__-_  --.=~--=-~---··-. ---a-• --- -- -- • -- .. ~ ..•. ..,~-- ... - -----. 
·quencios .. {pulso -pei~iod· greater than llfet~e). The trivi&l 
() . . 
--· . ··----·--
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- __ •.,'... .,.----·--·-•· :·>-· .. ,a •.• • .- .• .the current is determined by th.0 r&te of i'Oocombinations .of holes 
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.. and electr.ons, which takes placa .ahn.ost _ entirely, in the i-la.yer • .. 
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The 
can be 11ogloctcd ~ a:nc1 tho diodo 
behaves as a transit time doviceo In this en.so our theory will 
be concerned ir.i th e~\Trilue.tion of t1~10 tr.1J.ns:tt times. The first 
tra.nsi t-ti1n0 ts defi11ed ns the time required for injected positive 
and negative ca:rriors to meet at some position in the 1-layer. 
After t11-1 s time the carriers start to overlap, which causes the 
beginn~i11g of plasma formation. The second transit-time is that 
in which one layer of plasma is formed across thG i~layor 9 mean-
ing that electrons reach the p..side and holes the n~sid0 of the. ~ 
diode. This corresponds to the plasma formation time. .< 
· To calculate the transit times defined above, the motion 
·_of the hole and electron clouds in_ their self-generated electric 
" fields must be calculated, subject to the assumption that tho 
potential drop a.cross the i-layer equals to applied pulso voltage 
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or calculating t1-u~n,si t times i~s; developed using a· lump app:rox-
ima tion fo~ tho carrier dist~ibutiono The calculated values are 
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CHAPTER II 
.The transit time and plasm.a formation time as a principal 
process in dynamic behavior of a p-i-n diode are outlined in this 





carrier transit-time in the i-layer. Tho most important concept 
;, .. . . . .. ,- ~ --. '~ ..., '- ··~ 
....--....... .. •-.-'\.. -
concerning the transit t·1 rne is t11at the ~i.roloci ty of carriers in 
" 
the intrinsic l.";lyo1:e:i is 11ot cor1starrte T11is fa.ct causes the· calcula-
tion of transient effects to be considerably more complicated than 
··--------,•~ 
.. that of th.o steady state case, where an average carrier .transit time . . --------···--·--
~-. 
may be ass1.unedfil. The calculation of the drift velocity of' oach type 
0£ carrior is realized with. a lump model approximationo 
of the l'Ulllp model to approximate the phenomena il'l.sida the intrinsic 
"~~· -----····· 
region is described below. 
- ·,----- -· 
· When the constant voltage step is applied to the diode, 
positive and negative initial charges (+Q0 J - Q0 ) from the p and 
--- - ~-
- - --- - ~ - --- --- --
-····---·-·----·--·· ------·----,--;- ···--··· ··--·· . ' . D . ~ . fl . . ... •· .• ... :. - -···--·-·--· 
· :r:i 1?ides respectively start to sprG)a~ ()'U.:t ·:l..ni.Q the i~lay-01>9 .. wh~ch--__:___:__:__~-_-_-:-___ -_ -__ _ ··-·-···---------·-------···-·-'-·--. --------- . ~------------ -----·,------·-- . . . .. - ···-·- -·~------------~-.. ..::.:....--::.:.'.·.·~--"·.~-=---·:.:_·_:: ·: ___ :~_-··,_ 
. - ~.-- ------·-·-·- - -
causes the charge densities and also the oloctric field to change· 







across the i ... layer. As a result 9 the volt.ago drop ·across the .... 
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to compensate for thls doc:ro~sintz r;-otential <. ,J r-
Of course, 01lory correction chn:r~go 1-rlll rnake an addi tionHl con= 
tribution to the increasing of ·velocity of the ca1~r~1 ers 9 suggesting 
that there is an acceleration of carriers during the period of th• 
transit time. 
In the following paragraphs the method by which the lump 
model is used for evaluation of the transit time will be outlinod.. 
··· in detail. 
We first.break down the assumed.carrier ·transit time,Al 
.. 
across the i-layer int~ S!!lall time intervals, for each of 1'1.1ich we 
--~~- .. ~-~--~-~"--~~ - assume a constant carrier veloci tyo The initial condit.ion for our 
' 
·- . --· --- .. ~ --------
. . \ 
. . ..-- ---- ......... \ ... 
calculation will be the assumption_ of zero cai~1~ie:r· density in the .. 
. f-1:ayer before the step voltage is applicdo Of com~se 9 all--assumP-
' - ••, :,. I 
------·-·--·-. ------------~---~ 
. tions which we made in. the Int1~oduction 1~r111· bo takon into account. ····-..... , ........... .cs· ...... , -~ 
"•~ 
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tion ChQ.rgo during the interval equal to the transit time. This 
case where the correction of charge is not taken 1n account will 




In the.two lump model 'W9 break down the assumed transit 
time At into two halves. During the first half ( At/2) of the 
interval the electric field is due to the initial charge Q0 .-
• ·,. ,.!'''· .· . 
. , 
At the end of .time ,;.t/2 we use the condition 





, , '. ' ' ·--vp = pulse voltage 
Eq. 2.0: . :-/ ,• ' ~-' .:~.. . t,_ . . 
" . 
. .. .. . :i - . ·-· ·---·---··-_· . 
-- -,--------....----------- - -- ---- --- ---~-·- --
·---~~·~-'-~-. ;:...,::..~-~ ·-·'-·· .:.-=--........~··- ----~-r ... __ _ Vj = drop across both· junctions --------~-~.".=.:n..:::bc:- • ~~" a~~_,~.:_._____.··---·'-•·"-'.....e....-~• "• •"' ~"L' ••_•i.:. ........... ~•~_,-,_---;-•-it.-'. 
---· --------·-·-·· ···-·'-·· ---- _._ ·-----·---· ·- ---·-· 
. .. . ., 
. . 
- ·--- __ - ---------- ------ ------- -- ----~---=--- --·--·- ----·----- - ·-
~---·- -- - - -
Eo = field across i-layer due to Q0 
\ 
. Q1 = correction charg~ defi~ed b•low ·, 
-~---- -
~--- - - 7--~ - -- --- -~ -·- -- - --- . - - -- -. -- ,- - • ·---· ----- - : -- -- -. -- -- ---- ··---·- - . 
- ---- -·----··---- ·----- ------ ___ ·_ ---~ - - -------------- -··-·-------·----· ~- ----
- - - -
- . 
--- - -· - -
· · "l · = length of i.-layer 
.. .,.-..:..,.;..----~-.... -- . .,.. - --~--~--: ... • .. -. --0--- .. •·--·-,···-·· -, ___ • -.·.-:-~. ______ .. ___ ,. ______ . . ·------------------- ---- - --·--· -, --·--···-····-·····-· .-----·-··-·· - -----.. . ~-.--.-,--- - - .- .- . - . ~-- "z.'" --··-. ·;;,-~-,..- .... -~. _· . ·---- -----·--·- ----·· -- -,--. ---.--···--, 
·-
.. ---·-· -· - ~ __ .~-.~:~~~~-:=~- · ----- - · -: , It is clear that at time t = . 4 t / 2 the ~condition .-
"' .... ...,... ,.,., 
~---- -·--·- .~--. -- .. _. .. __ . ~- ,; . .. ' - ·------·. 
- --- -- --··--··- ------ -- ---~- - . 
. . 
,c 
____ _ ~ _ Ji'.~:~ : VP = Vj will not be -~atisfied. Namely, the voltage drop 
- ·---------- -·-· -
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8. 
compensate for the decreasing potentia.l differenc~ a.cross the i=l,riyer. 
field for c,:-i.r:r~iors in the second half 
of the assurncd t:r2.nsi t time 4t then 1-rill be the sum of fields due 
to initial ·charge Qo and the new firs.t, correction charge Qi. 
Now it is obvious how this method applies as the number ot 
lumps is increased. For instance, in the three lump method, the 
assumed transit time 4{ is broken down into three equal intervals. 
. Again after the first interval ·At/J we win determine the first 
correction charge Ql necessary.to s~tisfy ~~ 2~0~ 
the second third (2 4 t/3) of transit, tim.a 9 1ere dete1i11ine tl1e second· 
correction charge Q2 necessary to satis~·1'.'q. 2.0 .at time t=2 4 t/J. 
. . . ( . . 




·. -··-- · -- · or lump equations, we can use as many lumps as we ·wish,, Hot.ever, 
·- - --<--~-'--_._..._.,,:....~~..!t ·-. -~-- - - -
-- _____ . -- - --- - ~ 
. ,., ... -,_,-.".:"'"_ . 
we shall show that no significant increase in ac©t1racy 1~(Jsults 
. from extending the 11umbe1~ of lmups ir1 tl1e model beyond -four • 
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In this chapter we will derive equations vm.ich will implement 
' \ The theory 1>111ich is dcvolop::d h.oro ~ s based or1 a 11 tl1.o p1zy~sical argu-
ments and assumptio~n.s ·whicl1 1-Je devolopc.:d tlp to n.01-10 Tho final 
'. 
·- - ,----- -- ·--· 
· equations are in .a form w.ich is convenient for solution by 
~omputer. 
The physics.1 · constants -and scma 
diode, which 1•re ·will use are listed below: 
or .a.11. Q~ 
.WM• -.1. 
: ' ·~- - ·: ----•. I - \ 
,, ". 
""-4 -"' . . r----· --.- . . . --:~. ------








·- ·---·----~-- --'--~---'----,____ _______ _ 
. L= 1.5 x 10=2 lcm] - the length or I layer 
f /t, = 12. - relative dielectric constant for S1 • 
. . 0 . ' 
· £0 = 8.854 x 10-12 l~ad = ~ 1 = permitivity of f'ree~spa.c--e~__________,____,,~----=-·--~-"--~_'--.:.:...C...· --......:......-· -_--------
• 
i • . - -·- ,._ - - - . -- - .... ·- _, -· 
l .. --·-,'----~-----~---,·--~~~ 
t 
I . 
Jlp : 480 [~iecl = mobility of holes in Si (3000K) · . 
- -2 
-------------------------------- ----------- -~-~··· fln = lJ.50 lif'~o] .. mobility of free electrons in Si ()<>~~);-· ·: -~~ .: .. 
~~·.=- .: V ,1 volts 1. - stop v~l~g~- 8.Dl~li tu.cl• acros~ . i .. '.l.al'Clr 
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---~-.---------~tl'he-- one· l~p model -·represents -the case where there -is no , .. ' '. - - -·-- - -----------··-·-- - ---
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. ;,:: 
.. -- -_-c-:-:-:-.-.,:=.~, .. -·-------------·--. --~--=-.::.~:,~-~-- . 
-correction of charge. ii'l the s~_r1se that_ Eqo 2o0 "vdll no.t, be sati~f.'ied 
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Let us assume some time ti equal to the t,rr1ns:tt t·1n1(,~ If the 
Eo 
. . 
as·shown on Fig. 2.2b 
., 
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· Fig. 2.2; (a) approximate charge distribution, 
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(b) approximate ·field 
distribution 
- l ':' - - -.--
The electric field t0 
.Q0 = Eo· e 
determines the initial charge·Qo as 
.. 
..... - -· -- --- -· (2 -2--~- -
.. • 1 
..• · ---- -·-···------- '·-. -·- . __ --
-_ . .....,....., ' ·1. , ..... 
-------~- ------ -
- -· ----------------- - ---------~-,------ -·. ----- - -
-. -
--------- -------
-- - --- -- --- - - -
. - ---- - -· -· ---- ·, ----
-- - J-- ----- - -
-- - ------- ·-~--------------
.After· some. small. time: 
-At . 
· .t~ansi t time: ti-)····:·-,-----·------.-·-·• ·: 
. ' ·--------- . 
___:__--'-:-~-~~--:--:one·· can assmne the cha:rego d~~t~ibution is as shown in Figo 2aa. 
·-~ :. ~- - · ~- :~~-The fr->01rJJ.t posi tioki JCpo. of positive charge · and the front· position 
----- . ----~,.___ _______________ _ 
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nnd 1\10 nro equal to lenp;th l of the · 
Hero cons idarable attention sho,ll.d be paid to· the symbolism, - -
because as we mentioned before, our equations t~n.11 bo ir1 a form 
appropriate to solution by computer. So let us denote 
... 
·- ---- - ,, • '" I So= Xpo + Xno (2.5) 




- · questio11 is, at which time 41 the following Z:t• 2.6 will be - ,! '- ~ ' . 
·Satisfied. 
-, . 
(S0 - l) - i/100 = 0 .. -,. .... - -~-----·- ·- -· . --· ...... 








- . - t 
Th• idea. here is that the time }14't'ameter Ai to satisfy Eqe 2e6 







· ~~- _, ___ will be determined by an incremental count-down process -or incremented-"-.---_-_-----_ -_-_ ----- ··: 
count-up process on the com~er, as shown in Fq. 2.7. 
-···· ... -
--· ._ - ....... ,_______,.._.. ____ -- --·---
-· .. ,.. ... ________ -
' . 
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,.,_., .. ··-.-... · --- ____ ,_ ---incremental- time: count as pointed out in Fq. 2. 7 e - The approximate----- .-- -:--___ -- ~ - ---- --
--. -· 
- -- ---.---- - - -·-- - .-··-- ·-- ...... 
,_ - - ' - .. - - -- --
-range for starting at ~ has been determined by trial computer --- ---~~-_::~:_:·-~~~~:~.:==--- - --
··- --- __ _:_ ____ '-··· -- .· . ----~- ·--
- ---- -- -- --
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,..· ---·--:-.;·-"'.''"·-· ___ . _.~,_-~::.:-.~·~---;-·--.'..-...-.. _.-_._,-~-~------- - calcul ~tion so that it satisfies enu tions 2 6 and 2 r, 
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In the two lump mode:l :we 'will- detemniri~ th~ ___ ri~~-~-Q9_:tT,ction - .. ___ ·_ :_ - _· 
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12 
laye:r~ dur~\ng tho period of trttnsit tim00 1~1e assu_me agaln. soma 
COUD.l to Let us no1,,1 d·1 v"i de 
into two subt .. 1 rn0s 
~t = At /2 + At /2 ' . (2.8) 
During the interval O {: -l: f At/2. we assume that the ca.r-
·riers drift in the constant field E0 and after this time we look 
for the correction charge Clio The charge density distribution at 
the end of the first interval ~t /2 is shown in Fig. 2.J, and 
t-' 
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' The notation of the' subscripts is as follows: The first subscript 
• ' •• c. 
-~~---~pJ __ l __ (01~_ ~ll) __ ~~~~~~-: ~or_. t~~ · __?~i:r~c~!~n -~~~~e. ~l a1:~ -~e 
--· .. ,·.·------~--------""'=:-- ......... · 
- -- - -----·-·-'--------~ 
. . . . 
·•• ·• -..e.,....__ :,.-,,.".~~--··~, ...... , .. .._., 
'' . ·' .: :. : ... At/2. second subscript stands for the first subinterval of time '· . . . --· . -· . ... .... --· . . ---··· -- -r-·-·--·-- ------ -· •----. --- • .. - -- . -- -·- .. - - :~-- --·· . ----· ·. 
. . 
•• --· _._· ....... ~·-·· J:.. -- ··-·-- -
In the first subinterval . of time 
--------·--------------------- '--__ -___ --'-_ -·-- .-:-{2;1~)--and Eqe (2o2) ~re· valid,---so: 
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_- . -- . .s•·...__ ... =-----~-·., -· ------- .. ··-- -.· 
· ~- :;- - ·:··-1ne·pc,sition or ~e positive_ and. t}le n!~~~!"~-i~jl!l~~~ clia.l"f;~ iri ·_ .•. _: -i.-•· .... -.... ___ _ 
_ .. _.. . . . the i-layer at. t~e 4t /2 is: . 
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£rt /2 t>J8 loo!( for tho cor-
rection chargo Ql in order to satisfy the condi~tion given by Eq. . 
2.0 as follo1,,ra 
V = Vo + ~ •l 
· where V0 is tb.e voltage drop across the 1-layer at tim~ 
due to· ()0 9 lJrl.icl1 according to Fig o 2 o.4 is given by 
(2.11) 
4t/2 
· V0 = E0 [l.- E0 ( f1p + pn)At/2] + ! Eo (F.opPAt/2 + E0 fii6.t/2) 
. . -
..... ,,__ ' ... ' 
.. 
- . - . ~ .. 
. ___ ,.. . ·-· ~ ~ ··-~-- -- -- ... '" . or • • e "' 
-- -··-- .-- . ---· .. _. -~ ·:-. 
(2.12). 
"'-·· 
~ . The correction charge Q1 follows from &1. 2.12 as 
---
.·.v -V0 = Q1 .l= fEa2 ( pP + .fln )At 
, ... · ... -.-,~...... . ··~--..C.---·--··... T ... _ ·-. --· .. -----.. - ··------.. -· -----.. --------·-- - .... _:_;_ __ . ·: 
---- - - -- --- ----·- ,--,- . 
·and finally ·-"-'--~..,____.._~~ .. ·~· ~--~------· -- - ____ .:._ __ ~~ .. ---·-·---
. - .__ --------- ------·---:---'.-:--_---.. ·- - --- ---
During the period or the secor:id · subintei-val 4 t/2 the new . 
- --- ·-------------~ :"~-
drift. field ·for. carriers---is--;;~,-:--+---. -.------
~-. ---. -~----;-,· - .. ---.·--. ' ·~ ..... : .. ,, .. ·---.·-- ... _. 
·-- --···.·--------·---- ···--'"""-"·--,.,..t.,.-~- -···-.,----------. -- --·-·-_---:---------.---· - - ··---- -·--. 
-~ - ---------- -------------------·---~~-~~-
.. - .. "... ,. ._ ;_. " 
- ---- -- -·· - ·- --· - . - - ·- - - ....... - ··~~----.,-----...- . .-....u•-=~--..o- .. ·-, -•• ,._ .. ,. .. . 
····---- __: .. _ ___,......._ · .. --4--. ---- .. -----·- ·-
· __ (2.14) 
__ . --=------- -- . -'-
.. - - ·,,·-··. 
. } . 
The distance which the ·oarri.rs _mon_ m .. :the,iew_ drift field:· 
. - - - ------ --- -- . -· ... ---·---~--------------~---··--.----.-- -·---~ . - . . . - ... 
- ------ -- -- --·-- - . 
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At time t = I:); t 1Tre ha.vo the. approxim.g.te charge and field 
. 
+.~o 





Xr,12 . "" . 
L 
(a)· approJdma.te charge 
· distribution 
Fig. 2.5 
• :. • ,I_ 
·l : ·1 
·--- ------·-·--------~-... 
-- . -. ·~ . -. 
(b) approximate field 
distribution ~.-.C--=----
---------------- -- -- --- ------~·-~ ---------·-· -------~-- ·------- - ., ----··--- --- -,------ -
·' 
.... -: --- ~:-· - - -~-- . -..._.. _..._.. __ -- -
How we find the equations for the, two-lump model. .The· 
correct time 6 t, which is in -this case the transit-time for th• 
- ... 
two-lump model,. ·will be found us-ing tho co111pu.t@r 9 so that the 
following eq~tions,, 2.17 and 2.18. will be satisfied. 
- ' - ....._ ' 
.. 
. . -- ' -- -
- -- - -- . - -
-·--- . - , . 
- - - ----·- - ----- - - -
--·--~-. _____ ._. - . ~12 . = · 1p12 + ·. In12 .,. -- · .. -·· -------·····-------- · ---- -.· · . -- ____ .. ___ · _ ·... (2.17) 
. . ' ·. 
(S12. -=> l) C, .l/100 = 0 (2.18) 
. -----i. 
. . 
- ·- - -- - ---· . 
' ~..:.... ... 
--- --· - ··-,-,--- - ---- A t ~ : A. t/ 50 · . ' 
·, 
The .p~ogram will be stopped at the tiJDe '.wb~n · -A-t '~-is: _equal to the, -.,, ... ".·-,::=.,.-,,~ .. ~, .. 
------·· - -- - . - ---- .. ·- -·- -;:·-· -······-- ·; - ---:-· ---- --· ;---·-··-::---~::-··--;----~--.------- ·--· - - . . . . -- . . . . ·- ~ . . - ' -;-----------·---· 
- -. , . 
·---· ---:. · . 
. -------. - . . -- ~··· · .: ·tr-ansit time. 
. : .. _,.. .. ,-~~--.---~-------~--- ~··, -.,.. _______ .--- .. -.•" __ -. ______ . ·---- -------. ·_ .. ··-~· -... ------~· - .-.~ ... -=·-_------:--.. -. -- .~-· ---.. ~-- ·-~·----··-' -__ ___;.: .·. ·~ .. ---~-~~--:·"·---·········_·:·- ····-------~·<; ____ . __ , ____ ,_ 
~~......cc .. ·- -·---·-. ---.. ·------·-------- '··.·--· ·~·----· ---·-·'··--:-·-------~····· ---·---:-~·=-----·~:·-·---~---~·-·,--·-·~--~. ·--"':_-~-- . 
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_I. ... .• ' 
••• -········-·-····-····----- • •••• • -·--·--·. ---~········---·-----··· ··············-· • •• • 
-· 
·-·- ••• -· - ............. c •. - ••• -. ••••••••••••••••• ·······- ··-····-···-··-·· ··-·-····-··-.. • 
The ·pre,v:tously outlined lump-model method. is·· continued 
. . ·:. : __ .. . ' ' ... 
·- . - -- (; .. . . . - . . -- . - ------
.·_ . ·-"-~----.-- . 
. i . 
. . . 
here with 8:.n additiona1 degree of .. accuracy; .correction charges are 
··---~~ 
- .. -;--;.. .. - .. 
-
c. •• _ ~ 
. ·- :··i • -: -· 
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calculn.tetl t:wice during the transit-time period. 1'18 divide the 
At= · llt/J + /lt/J + At/J (2.19) 
At the end of the first third of· transit time, t = at/3 
one expects the charge and field distribution in the i-layer to 
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-- - ·---.-. -~---------------- --- -- ··-- ... 
------ - -- -_ . - ·-;:- - - - - . ·.: ··--- -
·;;.· 
• • j • 
. ·~---~·-- _.__ 
·- ---- -·- - - --- ·• --·--~----·-
-- - - - . ., -
- - ~ --,--0.· - --- - -·--· . - - -- . - ···-- - .---'- ___ - ____ -:- _. .. ____ -· __ ··_· __ · ______ .. 
The l)Osi tiOn Or tlie' positive. Ob~ge at .•. the end . of the .. 
first A 'E/3 is: 
. . 
,-------- - ... -· ·-·--:-· --:·: ---- --·-·-.--·--.·-----·. -------
-- -- ----- ---------- - -
- .. -- . . .- . . - ~-- - .. ·----;-
.. 
•- -·· -·--·-----···· ... @, o· -- _ _:_:_ -- .. < - - ---~--~- .••. - •---· --·---····· 
~21 = Eo PP·~At/3' = ,1e .. Qo~·:Pi,•4.i ~~ ~~···~~.~~~···~·-· _· -_·-· -(~1?0) ~··.·· -ca.~: ... ,~ ~t>····.·· .. 
· and position of negative charge at the same time is: 
.- ~··• ~;:~ "••; ~_,- ,-."< u~; .•....• , ~--"''-.. - • ",\.···; -~ 
... ___ · ·-··---.--- -~ -·--·--·---. ·-·----··--·-·· ._ ··-. _-_· .... --- ,_,'., ·-. ----· . -
. . 
- ··- --- --- ·--- •- ----
. . - __ .. __ 
. ------ - -
· --•·">--- • ··-· ····-- -•-• ...... , .. --.,-. ·-··-·--··• -·•····-·-..,,...-- ·---- •" ·- .. ·------- •·· ····~-.--·--- •-- · · ....... _,., ·•, 1 -·- -··: -,·.···--- -·, '------ ·-•• •· cc._, • ...-.:_.•,i__•__,·.c:•·-••··,;..-,·••:-•· -·.,-~-~-··.-,:.;-,~·· "·--, .,.:,;,a,:. ···-.·.c-.-.. : ,,-----·•···--- •.. •- ..• ' 
- ·-··· 
. -:-.. ::::-:---:----- --·--- ·-----··.....:..:....=.=...:.::..:..:..c-·····----·-····-
•~••- • -- "•· -•- .: '.":·_-•• ''" •-- '. • •. ,_ ... _ ·•-_-• •·_;_• ~·- •• ·••.• A,,• ... 
- - ----··- ---- ______ .. --- . --------·· :__ ________ .. __ ._:_________________ --- --·-
·.-· :; - - - *ii 
I ,, 
. I 
·. charge Ql) such a.s to· maintain the potential difference across · 
. - - .., -
- .• -._.;-,;.--, ..... :-·<.··-·.~.r;_,~>", ,·-.""'-_.__ • ...,, ............ .;,-.,-t-~._ ...... ..____-': ...... , ..... .:. • -.-~ .. ~-,,--- - ~·.· - - ·~ ·: ~ ····-·,_·-: - --:·:·_ -- :· .... --- --~---- -•-r-· ... ·----~ ~---. ·'--'.c .,_ ••.. " ' - - -~. ' • r ' 
,• 
, 
• • '. ,.- •• -....1 ' ••• - - .. '•··· ..... • - • 
.. ,- ., . 
I 
- • • 'J ,~- - -, - • -~. 
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• 
·•ere- ·~ u·"'li . ., -!··ho ·ri~ rs-t· su1Jscript of Q13 stands !or the first, corrc'.r"t1..' on Wll . C~(_::;L,-!l \,, - - V 
_ charge, and second subscript denotes the number of lumps used 
in the model. 
The voltage V
O 
across the i-layer at time 4 t/3 due to 
the charge Q09 a.ccordin~ to Figa 2a6b, is · 
·, - - - -
, ... 
Vo = Eo l l = Eo ( Pp ,,., jln) &\t/J] + t Eo (Eo JlpAt/3 + Eo f1n at/3) .. 
· (2.2J),-~.- . ' ______ ,, ·- ··-·-· - • <v- - - - •• 
•,, 
--· -,-· ,. . .;· .-·' 
The correction charge Q13 . follows from the last equation- as: -
--~ V - V0 = ~ .t =(1/6) E/ ( f1p + Jln) • At 
And finally 
···---~--~........-....~-~--'-- .. ·-- - . -·-- -·· ____ .: ... 
,. 
' . 
. --- - ----------·-- . ---- --- ---~- -- -
Q13 =(1/6) t ~ 
\,_F , 
( J1p + fn)·At 
(2.24) 
---·-· ----~---- ·- ------- -- ,. •"" -·-. In the following paragraph the t~e ,interval between 
/ 
...... 
· and 2 , A t/3 'tdll be considered. The new drift field at ·the time 
f ' 
t. I 
· w CL 
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. . . 
- --- ___ ,_ ____ ··-···-e,.-'·-. 
· (2.25) 
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. ~--- ' ' 
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17 
Fig. 2.7 (a) approximate charge distribution, (b) approximate field 
distribution 
The total dis~nce that the positive cal"riers move during 
·- - -------~-----··----- --
the first two time intervals is· . . - -~~·-- _, ~"' .. - -
' I I •. 
./ ,._ . 
or with substitution r, ( 
----···~···-----~ - . -·--·-· -----·- --·-----------·'···- .... ~~·--.0--·•--"'··-··~'-·-- .. 
- - - --- ' . _._ .. ___ ·. ~---- -
,, 
' 
. - -- - ----·--·----- -- - . --- ·-· --- _-- ···- --- - -----·-- ~--,-,---. -~ .-~ - . '. - ' 
·-··-~ ... _., .. --.. ··-·-·----------.... _·_. --~-'---··. -··-~---S:i;m11ar1Y we" can fine! cffie::--positic:>n of th& negative charge 
(2.26) _ --
-- ·- -··- -·-.. --~·-- -- --. -.-.·-~-- ---•-
·_ · ·.· at.the end of 2 A t·/3 time 
- - ~ ' . 
-- ----·--- ·-.. . --··· ·------·· ·- .. 
'While after substitution is 
. . . 
--- ---·---------~-------~~-- _.. --- ·_-- . 
. . _ ~ .. •, ·, .. ·-~ ·•···. 
. ' 
------.----·· --------. '. ·.--·:;--··-_--·~··-,--···-·· -· - ------· -----.. , 
·- · -----r~---·----------~-~-
- --- ' -·-··_:_ ::;- ---- ....... ~.- - . - . ---- -- - . 
.. -- ------- -- . - - . __ . -·- ~ - -~-------·- --
- - ... ----- --4- -- -- ---- -- - --
...... _. _ __ ~!stances that .the cloud of. holes (ci13) and the clot1d of electrons . - . . ' -- .. . ~~ . 
· (ca13) have spread out in the time interval d t/34 t(.2 4t/J:. - ' ,, . - . -----~-----· -- ---,--· ------~---·-·--·--·-
.· ..;. 
- (2.28) .. · .. 
.... -,·-- ---··- . ·- . 
.--
·- ·-' (2.29) , 
' 2- w:·$.@L,cr "··· ·' · - -. ~ifta¥' i¥5A\# 
r . 
18 
If the cond:ltion thnt the potential drop = V is to be 
' 'J . ' ''·"_' ,,._ tc~ .. - , ... _,l ,,,..,_ R , t ,1,1.cr , 
'"" I - vJ." ·-·' ~ t.~., n .,. 3 '171) 1 r:. ·{"" ... _~ ,.._~~,::,,J· V 
4.; 
(2.30) 
Here the ~Joltage VO ts due to charges Q0 and V1 is due to Q13, 
from Figo 2o?bo The equation f'or V0 + v1 follot,15 as 
" 
~-- ·---· ....... ""' : .... - -
. 
- ~ - . - ~ 
, 
-- ' - ----·· .. -.... .. ----- -- _:_ --- --- --· .. Substituting XP22 , 1n22-,. Xpl; and 1niJ ·and after rearrangement·- .. • ..... ~·· - ·- --N·-·"--~- ~·-··--·-,--...... ' ~--·~--->--• -
. . . 
........ ~ -----· ·•"" - --·, .. 
. '. -
• ::. --~----~-~·:·"----~"':'~~~~~-~-[ ... ·~-~-_-,a;~..,,.._;,-,;,,.! __ .,__,_,_._....;.____ • -- - • 
-~The charge __ Q2:J· can be evalµated' ~om Eq.· 2.30 and-~F.q •. -2.31 as 
. . 
. ' . 
.......,......_.· ......... ~~~~-~-.__ .. __ ... _:-:-- ·- -
-----~~ -- . " Q 




--'-------·-·--·---=--·~ .-· __ ,-. __ · .. ·· --,; 
. ~ .. 1--·····--·- . 
correction charge is 
. -
~' "'--~ ... 
• l • • 
. - . - - ·- . .,., ,, ... •, ..... . ', --~- : . • J : ·-·~ 
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Fig. 2.8 Approximate charge distribution. 
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. 1'1. .. .. 
The position of holes can be described by the eq~tion 
.~. - ----- ... ---- -.•. --, - --- -- . -- ---~- .. --- -
·, ' 
-_ .. . 
'. , .... ' 
Xp23 = Xp22 + Eol2 fp 6t/J 
· and of electrons by · 
. ~-_· ------ .... ~ ________________ ,._,. .. ____ ., ______ -
·1 
- -----. ~---:·------ ····- ··-· .. 
. --- •-- - ~ 
- ·--· • .......... ···-···- ..... - , ........ ... 
'. -·. -- - - ·---~---- ,- ,... - ., - . ,• .. ~ 
- -- ··-,- - -- _______ _, _______ - - -.--. ----·-- --- _. ____ _ 
- - -- -- - - -~-- -· . ,;____ - ---·-----·-- -~ -
. \~Y t~ 
i 
- ·- ---- ------------·---------·- ----- - . ··--·-·-- -- -~ -- -·--.·--·- .. ·--- - --··--·- . - ---- .. -- .· . ·- ..• -- -~-·----~---------· 
. . 
' Art.er substituting XP22, 1n22 and E012, we get the preceding equa-
·. tions in. thei·r fina;t_ form. 
--·-- - .... ~- .. .., --- .. ,· - . ---- ---------·-·--=~--, -:~.;..'._~---·--- ----- ___ , . 
-·. ---·-•---' ---~-i-.a.,~---* ~-~----' 
••• ·-·-•-.----··_.._':-:·- .• a• 
.. 
"' 
.. .. . . . . _ ··Ip23 =: t (Q0 + 2/:3Q13 + 1/jQ?J) • Pp At '. ,". , . (2.34-~:--·-'-----'--~-'-:--·-·--···-
- -- __ J_ __ -~ - ---~--- - ~ - -
' .• 
-- ____ .........,..... __________________ --- _, ___ ,_ - - --- - -· --------------- ------ .-
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.20 
w1 th tl10 condition fo11J stopping at l;t accuracy 
:1 
(S21 - i) - i/100 = 0 
.... (2. 37) 
and the condition fo1~ looping idth t4l t as the po.rs.meter 
At = 4 t ~ fl t/50 (2.)8) 
The time 6 t which satisfies the equation (2.3'7) is equal to 
. . 
' ·-·· . .. "' ". ' -
the transit-time in the case of __ the three lump model. .,-. -,--
. t 
In the fo~-lump model the analysis follows the same 
-i-· ....... _______ ,,_. --· 
.proc~ure that was used in the prevj.ous rnodels 9 except that the·-- ---~-:-r-·---· i 
'' 
' 
total transit ·time & t is divided into four equal time intervals, 
.. 
-- - . ·- .... _.. ___ ............. --...-....:..._,._ __ 
. and a co1~rcction cl1ai.rge is ca.lcula.ted at the end -o-f ea.ch interval,~ 
. " ._- . - :·· 
. ' 
Here we smmuarize only the final equations for the _four-lump model 
' . 
. -
- ·-·-------~-------- ---- ---as. follo'tvS; - - - -- --- - _..l._ ____ -----~-~-·- -·- -
·---"---"-------·---'··---------- - - .. ,t~; .. .:.,.~1, ,_ 
. . ' . 
The correction charge -at th~ time t = A t/4 is . 
- -·- - --- -- '-· -- -- --·----- - ------------·- -J... -.,. ----- ' • - • - -
. • - l 
~ 
., . . - --- . .... . Qo 2 .. \ . . . - - .. . 
· -- -- ~,.·-~-·-: __ .. ____ ;· .. ,~~-~. •--~--. Q14 = 8'oe.o1:"" • < · J1p·+ · pn) .. 4 t-.~-~- =~~~----~--.-.. ==;·-··-······;-{2-,;~)=:: =~:=-~---.--~=···· .... · 
.. ,-- -,-. ~-- · .. ___ ' __ · ·- -- .. 
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The nerw drift field 11t t = 2 L\ t/4 is 
3 A+ /h 1" S ~ 1-J )[~~ 
Q~ =o=-~.·.·=e.· (J:.lo2 A}, l}()oQ14~ + 2QoCl2!J t"1C> 2Q142 + 2Q14Q24 + .:) U•~;;:;,"~ . . ,, 
-t- Q242 ) ( fp <} Pn )o ll t = (Q14 - Q24) (2.4J) 
The drift field at i = 3 fl t/4 is 
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· curve of Fig. 2.5.J. The area under the one-lump curve is exactly ,,.-~··· 
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• 1, yielding · an error of 5oi. This error idll decrease 
from this value as n, the .number of lumps,· increases, and ·will 
approach zero as n approachos infini.t:y-- o Tl1e doviatior1 f1~01u E,•:l 
or the a1~ea given by a finite lump 1uod.0l approxiraation :reflects 
the neglect of some correction charge. The use of a large number 
of lumps 9 l1.011ov0r, '°a.llot1S the correction charge to be included in . 
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in the discussion to follow. 
'!he theory which w are going to deyelop ·here will be 
concerned w:i.th plasma formation time. This time has reasonable 
- meaning, and. can be measured at low frequency in the case 1·1here 
puls~-off. tin1e is· larger than the carrie1~ lifotirueo The plasma 
formation time is defined as time in 1-1hich tl1e elect1"on cloud 
crosses the i-layer and reaches the P=region of the diode and 
the hole cloud reach t.he i-1c:,pregion of the diode starting from 
·--the time a.t 1,rhich. tJ~e:V"" n10t ~ the end of the transit-time • 
.. 
As we alroady pointed out the plasma formation time cannot be 
determined if high frequency pulses are applied, because of the 
. 
. 
~~argo 1~einaining in .the i-layer between two success-iv1e pulses~.·_ 
-This, will be explained in more detail.later • 
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t ... " r1r1s1c 
ri,ot si rsn:ifi cant :1.n tho t:.:lrno intervals (p,u1 so leneths) of 
Tt1{JSrJ calculations will be co~pared with measurornonts 
discussed later. 
The derivation of plasma.formation equations is based 
on the data from the two-lump model from Pal'agraph 2.1.2. 
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First,·. let us recall the charge distribution at the end of th~ . ________ -----· L ,, 
hrst transit time· for the two lump model as shown 'in Fig. 2.2.1. 
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Vo = ~-L + 1/2 ~.L £ t · (2.47) 
where Q0 is the initial charge and Q1 is the first correction 
charge. Both have been determined in· Paragraph 2.1.2. · 
First let --us try to evaluate the time A t 2 in ~ioh the 
electrons re~ch the edge of the p-regiono After a. time 4 t2 one 
can e:,cpect the charge distribution to be as·sho-wn on Fig. 2.2.2. 
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· Pig. 2.2.J Approximative field dis_tribution affer pl.un fo$ti-bn· 
The _voltage across the I region according to Fig. 2.2.2 :ts· /. 
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- (Qo - Qn) x.__ 
2 E. --p2 
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Comb_ining equations~ (2.47) and (2.48) gives the ·value of the 
-charge Q2 
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(2.51) 
The problem now is to find the density of electron charge 
From Fig. 2.2.2 it is obvious that th.o olcct1;:~ons ~Lo 1:.-n6 .t·ignt, 
ot· the holes move onJ~r 1.11 l.ne1.r" 01,J11 field o The eloct1~ons in a.ny 
· gi van plan.Ev have mo,red "'1 r.t a const,ant field o For· o:xa.n1plo 9 if the 
have moved in tin1e A t2 a distance 
Xn1 + J1n6t2 i = Xn1 + ~ + 91,E+ ~l~)··Jin At2 = 
I , - . 
::: x", + x",. , (2.52 > 
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Thus ~~· electron chargf!t density over the entire distance·· 
. ,,;-·--
. . - . • - q ~ 
: _ wpt4ld be uni~Qrm and equal to _ _ _ _ _ 
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(2 • .54) 
'lhe solution of the system of equat.ions (2.49),. (2.50), (2.51) 
.;-., 
and (2~.54) ~11 give the result for At2, Q2 and 'ln• Let us .. 
-. 
... " - ' .... ~- --~' - - --- ··- - -,-· - . 
.. summarize here all these_ equations: 
(2.49) -
----- ---------·--- ----- --------- -- .. 
- - - ----- - - ·------ - ·-------- ___ .... -- - --·----· 
Xp1 = 2~ . (Q~ + 2Q1 + Q2)~ J'n ~t2 (2~50) 
l . 
. -- --- - --- ---- -i -
- 1-. . . 1ll2 - Xp1 = 2e ·(Qo + 2Q1 + Q2 + ~)· 11pAt2 _ ----· -- (2.51) 
·-.. ·-·- .... 
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lln l 
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-=--~--- _: __ Fir.st +•t· us solv~~ -~µations __ (2_.ll,9) __ a.nd •. (2.54 >._ -~~~-----~~.!-......... _________ -....: __ ..... --· ···~--~"""i•c 
___, ,. \ V·> 
~'~-·--
;. 
_ correction charge Q2 •. -
t~:.-. •~:•==~---==-~-•=~ =~\i-.= Q0 , -_,2Q2 = Qo& - 1 + 2~ '(2Qo + 2Q1 -Q2) 
-;- . . Qo + Q1 + Q2 2 • fn A t 2 + 1n1 
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~ L, 
Now wo can normalize the Q's and take Q1 a= q1 and Q2 ;; q2, where Qo lTo 
ql is k:no1•m because Q1 and Q0 are know11 from-;table 2.5o2. So it 
follows 
1.- .• · 
. . ' .... ;_ ·----- -- . 
.... - . ~ ·- ·-· 





__ After normalizing Q
0 
- -~ -~--
-- --- -- -·----~. --· • -"'--=-'---~ 
,, .. ----~· - . 
• -•-u••-•---- -
---- .-----l --- . . -------- ----
- - --,-.-- ··- . 
-.-------. 
. ~ . 




O.J6 and after- some alg·ebra 
-· 
-- - ·-· - ~ . . _· - -
-·- - -- --- ·---·---........1. ,. --- -· - . 
- (2.55) 
- \ - . . . 
. ' 
It follo-c.JS from Table 2.5.2 that for eveey ~-PPlitd __ st•p,voltage tht -_ 
remains constant'and is 
J 
.. 
- - - - - --- ·- --·- ---- ---
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n. "11 r._, 
"',l..,..:i._,---ll;.. 
quired ·for electrons to reach the edgo of th.a p~ragion. 
~· charge ~ according to eq-. 2.49 is 
~- r- C. ~-
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The leading edge of holes. at time dt2 according to Fig. 2.2.2 is ------ --- ___ ......_ ______ ~----------------.--- -··-
- I--, 
' ·- ~ - ··-
-- -
1i,2 = . ~l + :le [ Qo + 2Q1 + Q2 + Q~ fp A t2 = 
•fp A t 2 = Xpl + 1.32 ~ fp ti.t2 
. -
2ql - q~,' 
(2.60) 
-- - ----------~- ..a----·--·--··------- n 
i 
·-
- --~--~-~- - · The time needed for ·the holes to come from the· p<>si tion at X = ~
2 
-- --~--=---"--'-'. -~~ 
to t\e edge of the n region (X = L) according to Fig. 2.2.2 ;is 
L - Xp2 = 2~ [ (Qn + Ql °': Q2) + (Q1 + Q2~. jlpAt3 
or 
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rosnonsc of n PIN A 
diodo as a function of the step voltage magnitude. 
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ttot • 't.i +ti+ t:3 • total time in which one layer of 
plasma is formed across the i-layer. 
a:, 
One can see from Table. 2.2.1 that at low step voltage, ttot~ 
•·0.55 }1 see, which is on the order of the lifetime of CRrrier~, 
\ 
as will be confirmed by measurements of lifetime latero · Ono can 
concludo that even in tho -vrorst casG (lo1'1est 1'.)ulso ampl i t.t1do) th• 
assurn.ption tha.t ro·cornbination can be r1eglectod is reaso1'1able. 
These rostLlts roprosont the curl?e11t status of om~ th.eoretical: 
investigt=i.tion of the transient response of a P-i-n diode. In the 
. - - -
next paragraph we will describe the experimental varification ot 
our calculated results. 
/ ·'/. 
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CHAPTER Ill 
3.0 Expe~,pnta.l _ observ;:rtion 7P 
diodoo 
This chapter is concerned with verification or the calculated 
.. 
_----------values with meas1...r1:11ed values of the diode transient response. Also, 
~· ~- ·~ 
- -·----- .... 
- ·---- --·-·-------
some ph;ysicBl p:nonornenn such as carrier li fetimo ~ p1.1lse repetition 
rate, pulse off ..... time 9 l7t1"'1 ch l1av0 a v·or .. y importnnt role in diode 
transient response will be e:;cplained in moro detail. 
L 
The observations have been restricted to two cases1 
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high pulse frcqu.ency 1>1he1~e the pulse-off time .is 
less tl1an ca1"lrio1~ lif etimo 9 in which case th• 
0~ 
effect pulses .are cumul~tive; 
, 
severa,l times the carrier lifetime, in which 
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At tho other ext1~0m-e - 1o·w pulse 
stored dt1ri ng er c11 pt1lso hn:\re complotc,1:r 1~ th.a 
... -•. ca,, • .- . .: : .•. '"' ., .• '•·.,( '- -~· 
beginn:1J:1g of tl10 nex:t that at 
-_-v.-~~ .. - = 
' . 
of each pulse tho r'> 01 the diodo • :ts tho same (eqtti librium). 
The cnrrior lifctirna in tho i~ln.ycr of· the p-ic:n diod0 under 
investigation was measured using the method given by Gossiok). 
The measured. values are shown in Table J.l ,-
V Lstep1 
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· The response of, the wide p-i~n diode to high frequenq 
pulses (such that the dead time is on the order of or less than 
the carrier lifetime) is no't·l discusse-do 1ie sho11 this 1~0sponse to 
. be directly related to the first transit time (ti) calculated in 
_I 
section 2. I I 
Consider th~ P-i-n diode subjected to an infinite train 
/ 
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be increased from zer()_. 
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time t.1 , since hole and electron clouds never meoto Dtlring thf'I !-
drained out of tho i-rogion by the revE:·rse current tl1at floi1s 
through tl1e source impedance. Thus the i-layer is taomptyu each 
time the next pulse arrives, and there is no build-up of plasma • 
41 
' I •• , 
On the other hand, if tp t1, some plasma. is formed in the 
: middle ·or the i-layer by the first pulse. These carriers are not. 
completely dissipated during the dead time, as the field inside th• 
plasma. is small,. Thus after a sufficient number of pulses the plas~ 
builds up until it fills the 1-regiol'.l• The build-up of plasma by 
a short train of pulses can be demonst1~ated by observing tl1e build-
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_ ·by adjusting the value of an infinite train or· pulses until. an 
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output cui~rant is just observable. The agreement between these 
-two quan:titi0~ is irJ1pt"ovod ·when the dead time is mado co11.sid0rably ,,_j . 
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1~ th a lor1g dc:t1-d tim~ 9 rocon1bin~tton 0f ho1.es nnd oloctrons 
is trn1s 
emptjr for 03cr1 cornpl oto pttlso o 
build-up of current d11r,,~111g a pulso 11nless the pulso t-tldth t p 
·1s greater than plasvi2. formation. t~hJ10 t.pL• Since onco tl10 i-layer 
becomes filled with a neutral plasma the impedanco of this layer 
drops considerably and a large increase in cunr.eni occlws o . Thus 
to estimate plasma formation time tpL,9 the pulse length is in-
creased until an appreciable output c1u~rent is observed (say 1oi 
of tho steady state value). 'Values of tpL thus estimated are 
compared with calculated values. in Table J.J. 
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they approach the limits of resollrt·i on.s of tl1e oscilloscopo._ 
CONCLTJ.SION 
,. The object of this stu.dy 1tJas the theoretical investigation 
or the transient response of a 1dde p-i-n diodeo ·J.'he analysis 1vas 
obtainod using a lump model designed so that the solution could be 
-
easily found on a digital computer. The equations developed are 
vaiid under certain assumptions which apply to dtodes of this-type, 
. -I 
_______ -----··----··.--·------ ·-··_where, of course, the physical characteristics of different. 
structures have to be properly considered. 
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The f'irst transit time (t1) inform$ US'~atpulse length is 
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layer and the formation of plasma just begins •. l'he plasma forma-
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